













































































































































































facile pour apprendre à jouer du violon』（1711年）であり、2つ目はデュポンが出版した『問










































































































第 1 組曲 第 1 メヌエット（1–I）、第 2 メヌエット（1–II）
第 2 組曲 無し
第 3 組曲 メヌエット（3）
第 4 組曲 第 1 メヌエット（4–I）、第 2 メヌエット（4–II）
第 5 組曲 第 1 メヌエット（5–I）、第 2 メヌエット（5–II）
第 6 組曲 無し （第 1 曲、第 6 曲）
第 7 組曲 第 2 メヌエット（7–II） 第 1 メヌエット
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曲 第 6・7 小節 第 14・15 小節 第 22・23 小節
1– I ○ ○
1–II ○
3 ○ ○ ○
4– I ○ ○
4–II ○
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 4 両派の論争については、ステファニー・D. ヴァイアルの文献にて簡潔に紹介されている（Vial 2008: 
145, 309–310）。





























Pre–cadential hemiolas in the minuet and French rule of violin bowing in the Baroque era
AKATSUKA Kentaro 
The minuet is one of the most important French dances of the Baroque era. Many scholars have argued 
that the frequent use of hemiolas is characteristic of the minuet. In particular, pre–cadential hemiolas are 
considered to be effective means of imparting rhythmic variety to dances. These are hemiolas that occur in two 
successive measures just before the cadential notes of melodies.
However, research on the performance practice of Baroque music reveals that pre–cadential hemiolas 
are weakened by violin bowing. Treatises written by Georg Muffat, Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, and Pierre 
Dupont provide us with detailed information about the French rule of violin bowing for the minuet. They agree 
on the basic rule that the first note of each measure be played with a downward stroke. 
To observe this rule, they frequently require two successive downward strokes. For the execution of 
this technique, the player must retake the bow after the first stroke to prepare the second. Retaking of the 
bow causes a silence of the sound and thus effects as articulation to separate the notes into two groups. This 
articulation is inserted in the midst of the two measures of pre–cadential hemiolas, and it weakens the function 
of hemiolas.
 This tendency is observed not only in the treatises of violin playing but also in minuet movements of 
Florilegium Secundum composed by Muffat. If the bowing rule is strictly applied, pre–cadential hemiolas in 
these movements are frequently weakened by retaking the bow. Because many elements relate to the formation 
of hemiolas, violin bowing cannot determine whether pre–cadential hemiolas are actually formed in the 
minuets. However, it is possible to conclude that French violin bowing had negative effect on pre–cadential 
hemiolas.
